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Overview 
 

•  Goals: 
design-based noise budget 
control model first 
 

•  Modeling: 
building up to DRFPMI 
new toolbox for Simulink 
 

•  Status update: 
latest plots 
validation 
 

•  Summary 



How We Use Noise Budgets 
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•  Flexible*modeling*to*explore*the*design*
parameter*space*

•  Deal*with*fundamental*noise*limits*only*
•  Establish*sensi&vity*goals*

Realis&c*Noise*Budget*
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•  Mix*of*measurements*and*modeling;*
design*is*fixed*

•  Catalog*all*relevant*noise*terms*in*order*
to*explain*the*observed*noise*

•  Triage*mechanism*

Conceptual*design* Detailed*design* Commission* Operate*

(Virgo Collaboration, 2008, 2010), as well as numerous
control system upgrades (Accadia, Acernese et al., 2011;
Accadia et al., 2011a). LIGO also added a thermal compen-
sation system as well as an active seismic isolation system for
the Louisiana interferometer (R. Abbott et al., 2004;
Hardham et al., 2004), acoustic isolation chambers for the
external optics, and an extensive upgrade to the digital control
system.

Between the operation of the initial detectors and installa-
tion of the second generation detectors, therewas an additional
scientific data taking run which followed major hardware
upgrades of the Virgo and LIGO detectors (Virgo+ and en-
hanced LIGO) which incorporated the noise analyses of the
initial detectors (e.g., Fig. 8) and several technologies in
development of the second generation machines.

In the remainder of this section, the most significant un-
expected or nonideal features are described as well as the
associated mitigation strategies.

A. Excess optical loss

With the use of power recycling, nearly all of the laser
light is coupled into the interferometer. Good matching be-
tween the interferometer arms ensures that only a small frac-
tion (of approximately a few percent) escapes out of the
antisymmetric port. Most of the laser power entering the
interferometer is scattered into the surrounding vacuum sys-
tem. For all of the interferometers, the measured optical losses
were significantly higher than expected from the initial, tab-
letop measurements (Sato et al., 1999). A small fraction of the
losses came from absorption in the mirror substrate and on the
high-reflectivity dielectric mirror coatings within the Fabry-
Pérot arms (in the case of LIGO, Virgo, and TAMA) (Hild
et al., 2006; Ottaway et al., 2006; Brooks et al., 2009).
Depending upon the level of contamination, the absorption
of themirror surfaces ranged from 1–10 ppm, leading to awide
range of problematic thermal gradients in the mirrors.

Scatter losses.—As described next (Sec. VII.B), perturba-
tions in the mirror surface can scatter light out of the inter-
ferometer. This scatter loss is the chief limit to the power
buildup within the resonant cavities. Although !ppm level
losses have been observed in small optical cavities (Rempe
et al., 1992; Uehara et al., 1995), the round-trip losses in the
Fabry-Pérot arms of these large interferometers ranged from
100 ppm (LIGO) to 300 ppm (Virgo) (Acernese et al., 2007).
A small fraction of this was due to point defects (cf. Fig. 10)
in the mirror coating. The largest fraction of the loss was due
to mirror surface perturbations at the scales of several
centimeters.

B. Optical cross coupling

All of these interferometers were designed with a high
level of symmetry to passively reject many noise sources.
Differential phase shifts in the interferometer arms (e.g.,
strain from a gravitational wave) directly produce a signal
at the antisymmetric port. Fluctuations of the incoming laser
light or motions of the other mirrors also coupled through to
the GW channel in sometimes unexpected ways and new
techniques were developed to combat these issues.

1. Fluctuations of the light

The Michelson topology, in particular, is largely insensi-
tive to amplitude and frequency fluctuations of the illuminat-
ing laser light. By adjusting the length of the interferometer
arms microscopically, the antisymmetric port is made to be
nearly dark. In this ‘‘dark fringe’’ condition the common-
mode rejection ratio for laser frequency noise was found to be
!200–1000 for the various interferometers, limited by the
imbalance in scatter losses between the arms. Laser power
fluctuations can directly drive the mirrors through radiation
pressure and an imbalance of the power in the arms. Power
fluctuations can also produce apparent mirror fluctuations due
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FIG. 8 (color online). Noise budget of the LIGO Hanford 4 km detector during the fifth LIGO science run (S5) (Abbott et al., 2009c). The
left plot shows mainly the noise sources that act as a force on the mirrors. The right plot shows noise sources that appear as a phase noise on
the light. The known peaks in the measured strain data are indicated as (p) for power lines, (c) for calibration lines, (s) for the violin modes of
the mirror suspension, and (m) for the mirror’s internal eigenmodes. The lighter unlabeled trace is a quadrature sum of all known noise
sources and the darker unlabeled trace is the measured strain output of the interferometer. The discrepancy between these two traces remains
unexplained but is suspected to be due to excess friction in the suspension wire attachments to the mirror. The dashed trace is the initial LIGO
Science goal.
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In the individual mirror angle basis, we can define an
optical torsional stiffness matrix:

!RP ¼ 2P

c

L

1" g1g2

"g2 1
1 "g1

! "
; (18)

where P is the cavity power, L is the cavity length, and the
cavity g factors for each mirror are defined as gi ¼ 1" L=Ri,
where Ri is the radius of curvature of the ith mirror. The
cavity instability occurs when the eigenvalue from this tor-
sional matrix corresponding to the soft mode exceeds the
mechanical torsional stiffness of the mirror suspension.

As described in Sec. V.B.1, the cavity beam sizes are
maximized to reduce the impact of the mirror’s thermal noise.
This has the unfortunate side effect of amplifying these
optical torsional stiffnesses. The large beam sizes can be
realized by utilizing either a plane-parallel or concentric
cavity design (Siegman, 1986). As seen from Eq. (18), the
concentric design (which has negative g factors) causes the
dominant mode to have a positive sign and thereby contribute
to the stiff, self-aligning mode. The plane-parallel design,
on the other hand, has positive g factors. In this case the

denominator of Eq. (18) blows up as the g factors approach
unity (as they must to increase the spot sizes). For this reason,
the concentric design has been adopted for all modern GW
detectors.

This Sigg-Sidles effect was first characterized for the
initial LIGO detectors (Hirose et al., 2010) and then subse-
quently in the Enhanced LIGO where a modal control ap-
proach was used to stabilize it (Dooley, 2011). This modal
approach seems to be sufficient to control the instability
(Barsotti, Evans, and Fritschel, 2010) but the noise from the
control system is likely to be comparable to the more funda-
mental limits (e.g., suspension thermal noise).

2. Parametric instabilities

With high circulating powers in the arm cavities, a para-
metric instability can occur involving the high-Q mechanical
modes of the mirrors and higher-order transverse optical
modes of the Fabry-Pérot cavity (Braginsky, Strigin, and
Vyatchanin, 2001, 2002; Strigin and Vyatchanin, 2007).
Although not observed in the first generation detectors, simi-
lar instabilities have been observed in toroidal microcavities
(Kippenberg et al., 2005) and in short, kilogram-scale Fabry-
Pérot cavities (Corbitt et al., 2006).

Following Evans, Barsotti, and Fritschel (2010), we can
write the round-trip parametric gain for the mth mechanical
mode as

Rm ¼ 4"QmP

M!2
mc#

X1

n¼0

RfGngB2
m;n; (19)
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FIG. 13 (color online). Noise budget of the Advanced LIGO
interferometers operating in a broadband configuration with the
parameters of Table III.
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FIG. 14 (color online). Relative power fluctuations after stabiliza-
tion of a prototype laser system: (top curve) free running laser noise,
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FIG. 15 (color online). The common and differential angular
modes of the Fabry-Pérot cavity mirrors are softened (bottom)
and stiffened (top) by the radiation pressure torque.
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How We Make Noise Budgets 
 

(Virgo Collaboration, 2008, 2010), as well as numerous
control system upgrades (Accadia, Acernese et al., 2011;
Accadia et al., 2011a). LIGO also added a thermal compen-
sation system as well as an active seismic isolation system for
the Louisiana interferometer (R. Abbott et al., 2004;
Hardham et al., 2004), acoustic isolation chambers for the
external optics, and an extensive upgrade to the digital control
system.

Between the operation of the initial detectors and installa-
tion of the second generation detectors, therewas an additional
scientific data taking run which followed major hardware
upgrades of the Virgo and LIGO detectors (Virgo+ and en-
hanced LIGO) which incorporated the noise analyses of the
initial detectors (e.g., Fig. 8) and several technologies in
development of the second generation machines.

In the remainder of this section, the most significant un-
expected or nonideal features are described as well as the
associated mitigation strategies.

A. Excess optical loss

With the use of power recycling, nearly all of the laser
light is coupled into the interferometer. Good matching be-
tween the interferometer arms ensures that only a small frac-
tion (of approximately a few percent) escapes out of the
antisymmetric port. Most of the laser power entering the
interferometer is scattered into the surrounding vacuum sys-
tem. For all of the interferometers, the measured optical losses
were significantly higher than expected from the initial, tab-
letop measurements (Sato et al., 1999). A small fraction of the
losses came from absorption in the mirror substrate and on the
high-reflectivity dielectric mirror coatings within the Fabry-
Pérot arms (in the case of LIGO, Virgo, and TAMA) (Hild
et al., 2006; Ottaway et al., 2006; Brooks et al., 2009).
Depending upon the level of contamination, the absorption
of themirror surfaces ranged from 1–10 ppm, leading to awide
range of problematic thermal gradients in the mirrors.

Scatter losses.—As described next (Sec. VII.B), perturba-
tions in the mirror surface can scatter light out of the inter-
ferometer. This scatter loss is the chief limit to the power
buildup within the resonant cavities. Although !ppm level
losses have been observed in small optical cavities (Rempe
et al., 1992; Uehara et al., 1995), the round-trip losses in the
Fabry-Pérot arms of these large interferometers ranged from
100 ppm (LIGO) to 300 ppm (Virgo) (Acernese et al., 2007).
A small fraction of this was due to point defects (cf. Fig. 10)
in the mirror coating. The largest fraction of the loss was due
to mirror surface perturbations at the scales of several
centimeters.

B. Optical cross coupling

All of these interferometers were designed with a high
level of symmetry to passively reject many noise sources.
Differential phase shifts in the interferometer arms (e.g.,
strain from a gravitational wave) directly produce a signal
at the antisymmetric port. Fluctuations of the incoming laser
light or motions of the other mirrors also coupled through to
the GW channel in sometimes unexpected ways and new
techniques were developed to combat these issues.

1. Fluctuations of the light

The Michelson topology, in particular, is largely insensi-
tive to amplitude and frequency fluctuations of the illuminat-
ing laser light. By adjusting the length of the interferometer
arms microscopically, the antisymmetric port is made to be
nearly dark. In this ‘‘dark fringe’’ condition the common-
mode rejection ratio for laser frequency noise was found to be
!200–1000 for the various interferometers, limited by the
imbalance in scatter losses between the arms. Laser power
fluctuations can directly drive the mirrors through radiation
pressure and an imbalance of the power in the arms. Power
fluctuations can also produce apparent mirror fluctuations due
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FIG. 8 (color online). Noise budget of the LIGO Hanford 4 km detector during the fifth LIGO science run (S5) (Abbott et al., 2009c). The
left plot shows mainly the noise sources that act as a force on the mirrors. The right plot shows noise sources that appear as a phase noise on
the light. The known peaks in the measured strain data are indicated as (p) for power lines, (c) for calibration lines, (s) for the violin modes of
the mirror suspension, and (m) for the mirror’s internal eigenmodes. The lighter unlabeled trace is a quadrature sum of all known noise
sources and the darker unlabeled trace is the measured strain output of the interferometer. The discrepancy between these two traces remains
unexplained but is suspected to be due to excess friction in the suspension wire attachments to the mirror. The dashed trace is the initial LIGO
Science goal.
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Iden&fy*noise*curves*
needed*for*the*NB*plot.*
For*each*curve*do*the*
following:*

Make*the*noise*
source’s*spectrum*
(model*or*measure)*

Implement*a*transfer*func&on*to*
calibrate*the*noise*as*a*strain*
(model*or*measure)*

2

3

•  If*you*make*a*simple*change*to*the*system,*which*calibra&on*TFs*need*to*change?*
*

•  How*do*you*check*consistency*vs.*a*measured*open*loop*gain*or*other*TF?*
*

•  How*do*you*reuse*all*this*work*for*another*noise*budget*or*other*commissioning*task?*

1



How We Make Noise Budgets 
 1

Build*a*good*control*model*first!* Locate*each*point*in*the*model*
where*noise*couples.*This*
determines*calibra&on*TFs.*

2

(Virgo Collaboration, 2008, 2010), as well as numerous
control system upgrades (Accadia, Acernese et al., 2011;
Accadia et al., 2011a). LIGO also added a thermal compen-
sation system as well as an active seismic isolation system for
the Louisiana interferometer (R. Abbott et al., 2004;
Hardham et al., 2004), acoustic isolation chambers for the
external optics, and an extensive upgrade to the digital control
system.

Between the operation of the initial detectors and installa-
tion of the second generation detectors, therewas an additional
scientific data taking run which followed major hardware
upgrades of the Virgo and LIGO detectors (Virgo+ and en-
hanced LIGO) which incorporated the noise analyses of the
initial detectors (e.g., Fig. 8) and several technologies in
development of the second generation machines.

In the remainder of this section, the most significant un-
expected or nonideal features are described as well as the
associated mitigation strategies.

A. Excess optical loss

With the use of power recycling, nearly all of the laser
light is coupled into the interferometer. Good matching be-
tween the interferometer arms ensures that only a small frac-
tion (of approximately a few percent) escapes out of the
antisymmetric port. Most of the laser power entering the
interferometer is scattered into the surrounding vacuum sys-
tem. For all of the interferometers, the measured optical losses
were significantly higher than expected from the initial, tab-
letop measurements (Sato et al., 1999). A small fraction of the
losses came from absorption in the mirror substrate and on the
high-reflectivity dielectric mirror coatings within the Fabry-
Pérot arms (in the case of LIGO, Virgo, and TAMA) (Hild
et al., 2006; Ottaway et al., 2006; Brooks et al., 2009).
Depending upon the level of contamination, the absorption
of themirror surfaces ranged from 1–10 ppm, leading to awide
range of problematic thermal gradients in the mirrors.

Scatter losses.—As described next (Sec. VII.B), perturba-
tions in the mirror surface can scatter light out of the inter-
ferometer. This scatter loss is the chief limit to the power
buildup within the resonant cavities. Although !ppm level
losses have been observed in small optical cavities (Rempe
et al., 1992; Uehara et al., 1995), the round-trip losses in the
Fabry-Pérot arms of these large interferometers ranged from
100 ppm (LIGO) to 300 ppm (Virgo) (Acernese et al., 2007).
A small fraction of this was due to point defects (cf. Fig. 10)
in the mirror coating. The largest fraction of the loss was due
to mirror surface perturbations at the scales of several
centimeters.

B. Optical cross coupling

All of these interferometers were designed with a high
level of symmetry to passively reject many noise sources.
Differential phase shifts in the interferometer arms (e.g.,
strain from a gravitational wave) directly produce a signal
at the antisymmetric port. Fluctuations of the incoming laser
light or motions of the other mirrors also coupled through to
the GW channel in sometimes unexpected ways and new
techniques were developed to combat these issues.

1. Fluctuations of the light

The Michelson topology, in particular, is largely insensi-
tive to amplitude and frequency fluctuations of the illuminat-
ing laser light. By adjusting the length of the interferometer
arms microscopically, the antisymmetric port is made to be
nearly dark. In this ‘‘dark fringe’’ condition the common-
mode rejection ratio for laser frequency noise was found to be
!200–1000 for the various interferometers, limited by the
imbalance in scatter losses between the arms. Laser power
fluctuations can directly drive the mirrors through radiation
pressure and an imbalance of the power in the arms. Power
fluctuations can also produce apparent mirror fluctuations due
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FIG. 8 (color online). Noise budget of the LIGO Hanford 4 km detector during the fifth LIGO science run (S5) (Abbott et al., 2009c). The
left plot shows mainly the noise sources that act as a force on the mirrors. The right plot shows noise sources that appear as a phase noise on
the light. The known peaks in the measured strain data are indicated as (p) for power lines, (c) for calibration lines, (s) for the violin modes of
the mirror suspension, and (m) for the mirror’s internal eigenmodes. The lighter unlabeled trace is a quadrature sum of all known noise
sources and the darker unlabeled trace is the measured strain output of the interferometer. The discrepancy between these two traces remains
unexplained but is suspected to be due to excess friction in the suspension wire attachments to the mirror. The dashed trace is the initial LIGO
Science goal.
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Make*spectra*and*project*
through*the*model*





•  Complete*global*control*model*
•  SubPbudgets*for*all*length*DOFs*



Frequency*Domain*Calibra&on*Model*
J.*Kissel*

Building Blocks 
 DRMI*Model*

D.*Martynov,*A.*Effler*

•  Op&ckle/Len&ckle*
•  LISO/Elektro&ckle*
•  GWINC*
•  StatePspace*suspension*models*

ALS*Model*
A.*Staley,*A.*Mullavey*



Simulink Noise Budget Toolbox 
 •  “FlexTF” pluggable frequency responses 

–  Replace any block with a numerical TF 
(no need to fit time-domain models) 

•  “LiveParts” constants, matrices, and filters 
–  Parameters automatically sync from the 

digital control system at specific GPS time 

•  Drill-down hierarchical plots 
–  Organize noise curves to highlight what matters 

while keeping full detail 
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Simulink Noise Budget Toolbox 
 •  Optickle-Simulink bridge 

–  Input: Optickle model 
–  Output: auto-generated 

Simulink block 
–  Includes all TFs and quantum 

noises 
–  Contributed by Nicolas 

Smith-Lefebvre 

•  Filter module GUI 
–  Visualize and edit filter states 

as in MEDM 
–  contributed by Matt Evans 



Noise Budget Status Update 
 

•  Runs at both sites 

•  Runs remotely, with some hand-holding 
(grabbing filter files from DAQ SVN) 

•  126 noise terms calibrated to displacement 

•  436 live parameters loaded from digital system 

•  Still early days — plenty of commissioning and 
SimCommissioning left to do 



Model Validation 
 DARM*open*loop*gain*(LLO*alog*13789)*

[unexplained*gain*factor*0.3]*



DARM — Top Level 
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Assessment / What’s Next 
 Feature' Ra)ng' Ways'to'Upgrade'

Quantum*noise* OK* Op&ckle*model*

Actuator*noise* OK* SUS*model;*use*measured*DAC*noise*

Sensor*noise* OK* Op&ckle*model*

Local*damping*noise* Start* Live*update*damping*filters*

Intensity*noise* Start* Bejer*modeling*or*use*measured*

Seismic*noise* OK* Add*sensor*noise*of*GS13s*

Thermal*noise* Good* Distribute*GWINC*thermal*noise*onto*all*op&cs*

Squeeze*film*damping* Start* Wrong*for*ITMs*

Frequency*noise* Start* Auxiliary*DOF*(IMC)*

SUS*model* OK* Check*ESD;*quads/triples*inconsistent*style*

Auxiliary*DOFs*+*ASC* Start* General*modeling*and*valida&on*

Op&ckle*model* OK* Check*sensor*light*levels;*live*update*DARM*offset*

LSC*analog/digital* Good* CM*servo*modeling*

Valida&on* Start* TF*measurements*to*localize*errors*
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L1 DARM NoiseBudget at GPS 1091861260 (BNS range observed 21.4816 Mpc, predicted 25.5952 Mpc)
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Summary 
 

•  New noise budgets for Advanced LIGO: 
design-based, and centered on the control model 
 

•  Successful ALS, DRMI models built — and they still 
live on as part of the aLIGO model 
 

•  Noise budget toolkit for Simulink 
https://svn.ligo.caltech.edu/svn/aligonoisebudget 
 

•  Models and measurements starting to match up 

•  Exciting days ahead! 
 


